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Abstract. Computer-Aided Design tools have long played an important role in architecture design. However, we need to go beyond direct manipulation to devise new tools that will expedite the interior design and decoration. Indeed, conventional CAD systems, while providing ever increasing functionality, do not provide equal support to the drafting and drawing tasks. This makes even the simplest drawings a complicated endeavor. Draftspeople struggle with different concepts that those learnt from their earlier days in school and have to think long and hard to translate familiar sequences of operations to commands which require navigating a dense jungle of menus.

The term calligraphic interfaces was coined by us to designate a large family of applications organized around the drawing paradigm, using a digital stylus and a tablet-and-screen combination as seen most recently in Tablet PCs®. Using these, users can enter drawings in a natural manner, largely evocative of drafting techniques that were perfected for pencil-and-paper media. This paper presents a simple calligraphic interface to explore interior design literally from the ground up.

The Decosketch application is a modeling and visualization tool structured around 2 ½D architectural plants. Its purpose is to help architects or customers easily creating and navigating through house designs starting from the floorplan and moving to their three-dimensional representation. Moreover, both 2D and 3D representations can be independently edited, providing a natural interface that tries to adhere to well-known representations and idioms used by architects when drafting using pencil and paper.
Introduction

We are aware that many recent approaches have been brought to bear on this problem. Furthermore, the area of pen-based interfaces is one of the oldest researched in computer science, with pioneer works such as Ivan Sutherland’s Sketchpad, dating back to 1964, paving the way to more recent approaches, most notably Gross and Do’s Electronic Cocktail Napkin [Gross and Do 1996] and Pierre Leclerc’s Esquisse [Juchmes and Leclerc 2004]. More recently, commercial products such as SketchUp [sketchup 2003] and Outline 3D [outline 2005] have made significant inroads in terms both of usability and expressiveness. Even there have been significant advances in recent years, we feel that much remains to be explored.

Our work presents two main contributions. One is the direct input of architectural features using gestures and visual languages. Another is directly sketching on top of 3D drawings to add architectural fixtures, such as doors, windows and objects. Finally, our system allows users to add objects such as tables, desks, lamps, shades and sofas using a combination of gesturing and geometric-driven search in a database.

System Architecture

Figure 1 describes the architecture of our system. Next in this section we detail the functions and operation of the main functional blocks. As we can see, the system contains four main building blocks. The Graphics/Interaction engine supports stroke input and graphical output. The Primitive recognizer converts strokes to input primitives. The database contains modeler objects, while the modeling core assists users in creating layouts.

The Graphics/Interaction engine handles all interaction to/from the user. It contains two major building blocks. The first is the windowing interface and input processor. This supports context switching between major modes by using a task bar and interaction with each major mode, by creating virtual objects which describe a layout. Also this subsystem is responsible for collecting user strokes either by means of a tablet/stylus combination or via a mouse. This is the main input modality for the user to enter data to the rest of the application. The second module manages the virtual world as created by the user. This is accomplished via OpenGL and OpenInventor libraries for displaying and modeling three-dimensional entities but this module also handles interactive events and allows sketching on three-dimensional scenes. This module allows other interactive events received from the window manager to support navigation, moving the camera, selecting objects, etc.

The Primitive Recognizer comprises four modules which handle the different stages required to construct an architectural object or feature. First, the graphics recognition library (CALI) receives user strokes, which it then classifies as graphical tokens. Then it uses a visual grammar to parse sets of tokens as architectural features such as doors and windows. Finally, it identifies rooms or divisions from the set of walls created.

The Database module serves mostly as a repository for objects used in decoration. In the current version of our system, objects are retrieved from this database using direct manipulation. However, we envisage using more sophisticated approaches to specify objects by context and sketched hints rather than direct manipulation. Objects are stored in VRML format to allow simple importing and exporting of designs and objects.

The Modeling core contains two sub-modules. One is responsible for creating a scene graph containing both the two-dimensional and corresponding three-dimensional views of the plant. This module is responsible not only for handling visualization but also to ensure that the two different representations (plant and three dimensional model) are kept consistent after changes or modifications. That is, changes to the two-dimensional plant get reflected on the three-dimensional view.
and vice-versa. Furthermore, the non-photorealistic renderer is responsible for managing non-traditional representations of the virtual world suitable for interactive illustration.

**From 2D to 3D**

One interesting feature of our system is that it allows creating a 2 ½ D representation of rooms after a valid layout has been introduced, using recognized wall and room information. Our method to identify walls and rooms uses a generic shape recognizer to parse gestures from user input, called CALI [Fonseca 2000]. This package recognizes
individual geometric shapes, such as triangles, circles, lines, open/closed arc circles, ellipses, dashed/dotted lines, etc. We then use spatial relations (above, to-the-left-of, parallel-to, etc) to identify symbol groupings. Walls/Rooms and other symbols are identified separately by a specialized visual language, which uses connectivity information and a set of visual rules. Each rule uses an expectation list that is compared with the object identified by the sketch recognizer. Thus, each time the CALI identifies a sketch (as a circle, rectangle, etc.) the result is stored in a list that will be analyzed by the visual parser, to see if they satisfy any of the rules from the grammar. We call this a visual grammar, since productions take into account special relations in addition to syntactic categories of constituents. One such example is the window primitive which is input as two disjoint quasi-parallel line segments that individually cross the same wall at adjacent points, as illustrated in Figure 2. Objects identified by the grammar rules (walls, doors, windows, etc.) are then stored in a database of architectural elements. After identifying all the architectural elements of the plant, walls receive a special treatment to decompose and assemble them into polygons which define rooms or divisions. Most processing is done via a previously developed library, KernelSBR [Ferreira 2003]. Methods in this library compute polygons (forming divisions) from a set of line segments defining these by considering their intersections and adjacencies. We also use the functionality in another library [Polybool-ean 2004] to merge and detect polygons that represent divisions.

Extrusion from two dimensions to 2 ½ dimensions is done on the basis of plant divisions, not on individual walls. For each division we compute its “inner polygon”, considering wall thickness and then apply a similar method to extrude windows and doors. Figure 4 shows an example room in 3D, including a sofa, inflated from 2D. We use NPR techniques to highlight edges, via a modified version of Buchanan and Sousa’s edge buffer algorithm [BS 2000]. It is possible to add/remove windows, doors, etc. from the current layout interactively by sketching directly on the three dimensional representations of walls.

The great advantage of our approach lies in that we can almost entirely without menus enter room information and layout, in a marked departure from previous approaches.
Evaluation

We evaluated our application by asking a group of users to enter drawings and convert them to three dimensions using our program. The test group included ten people with diverse backgrounds ranging from elementary school to university students with ages between 10 and 48 years. After a brief explanation (five minutes) of our system and its principles of operation, participants were asked to draw (using a tablet/stylus combo, placed on a horizontal surface), following by answering a questionnaire. Users were able to create simple layouts at an average rate of 48s per division, including drawing of doors, corridors and windows. We also tested the ability of users to create 2 ½ D layouts from plants as well as their skills at editing and navigating the three dimensional representations. While we noticed that navigation tasks were the least familiar to users, they still were able to perform edits on three-dimensional representations of walls and rooms (creating windows and doors), which were accomplished on 56 seconds on average. Users were also able to retrieve objects from a database (using direct manipulation and placing them inside a room) under 50 seconds on average, even though this is one of the least developed components of our interface.

Using geometric search to add interior objects

As mentioned earlier, our approach uses geometric search to add objects to a scene. Currently this approach is still in its infancy, but we believe that there is much promise in this method. Objects are added by sketching on walls, floor plans or other objects. Currently only a generic insert object gesture is recognized, but we plan to add more elements to the visual vocabulary to distinguish between tables, sofas, chairs, etc. We have developed a geometric search technique that supports querying by sketch as described in [Fonseca 2004] and [Fonseca 2005].

Conclusions

Calligraphic interfaces seem to represent a workable alternative for applications which are oriented to drawing and sketching spatial representations of objects, since their structure and affordances bring users closer to traditional paper-and-pencil methods. As can be seen from our test results, this translates to short learning times and rapid sketching of layouts. While the current implementation is still limited in functionality, we feel that it has the optional to scale up to realistic settings while retaining most of its simplicity. Indeed, while the implemented functionality only allows creating and editing rooms, doors, windows and include furniture from a limited database, studies are under way to enlarge the command vocabulary to allow users to change dimensions in doors/windows, enter circular windows and also to enter objects outside the floorplan with a minimum of additional gestures. Furthermore, we plan to improve the representation of objects via enhanced NPR techniques to bring the drawings closer to those created by architects and illustrators.
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